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Summary 
 
Marion Katzman, born Mirena Silberstein in Kiev on the fourth candle of Chanukah in 1934, being 
interviewed about her being the only child of Aaron, who was head of a hospital neural surgery 
department, and Lea, a general practitioner; being raised by her maternal grandmother Rachel 
Dostevsky because her parents always worked; her grandfather being a banker; having a comfortable 
life with servants in a wealthy area; her father dying of a heart attack in 1939; going to Puesti, 
Romania, where her mother treated wounded Russian soldiers for two years; meeting the neighbor boy 
Yossel Rubinstein, 13 years old; having to hide when the Germans invaded; fleeing to the mountains 
with her mother, Yossel and his grandfather; staying in a encampment with around thousand Roma and 
for the first time spending time with her mother; meeting a Roma friend, Toika, who was a few years 
older; helping her mother deliver a baby, turning the breech baby around with her small hands; 
remembering this summer as an adventure; a morning when winter was approaching, trucks with 
German SS soldiers arriving at the Roma camp; a Roma girl resisting a German and her fiance stabbing 
him to death; 20-25 SS men shooting all men, boys and male babies in retaliation, including Yossele's 
grandfather; her mother saving Yossele by putting a skirt and head scarf on him; being taken to a labor 
camp in Zebeletsk?, Romania; her mother running next to the train that took Marion away (she was 7); 
her mother staying behind to treat wounded soldiers; only having Yossele and Toika with her on the 
packed train; witnessing the Roma girl, whose baby she had delivered, killing herself and her baby on 
the train; arriving in Majdanek concentration camp; working packaging soap and sorting clothing 
outside the gas chambers; returning from the food line without food because the children were fed last; 
getting lung problems but avoiding the infirmery, pinching her cheeks to look healthy; walking to 
Treblinka, Yossel sometimes carrying her; being one of very few children in the camp and now 
wondering how she made it; sorting clothing; Germans getting nervous as front approached; Germans 
torching some barracks that were now empty; Toike being separated from her; getting sicker and 
delirious; Yossel being beaten to death for trying to get something warm to cover her with; sitting all 
night with Yossel's bloodied head in her lap: Soviets liberating the camp the morning after; meeting a 
Jewish Soviet soldier from Kiev who said her uncle Ivan Dostevsky was his commander; the soldier 
taking her to a farm with wounded Soviet soldiers; not being registered anywhere in the camp at 
liberation; having to stay in a farm attic on her own, since it was clear she had TBC; her uncle, a Soviet 
officer, linguist and international lawyer, picking her up and taking her to Berlin, where he was 
involved in the military zoning of the city; hearing her grandparents had survived the war hiding on 
Crimea; her uncle getting a job at the Soviet delegation in the US and wanting to bring her; her uncle 
sending her to a family in Canada first; her uncle picking her up and taking her to the Soviet delegation 
in Glen Cove, New York, not showing any documentation on the border; being broken mentally and 
having survivers guilt; her uncle encouraging her to look forward and learn about psychology; her 
uncle being assigned military attache at the Soviet embassy in Washington DC and living in Arlington, 
VA; not ever going to shool, but educating herself with her uncle's help and the Smithsonian 
institutions; being a "Russian Embassy kid", chauffered around, always eating at the embassy; 
recovering from TBC; the Cold War intensifying, there being a "big spy problem"; not knowing if that 
was why her uncle was told to go back to the USSR; her uncle telling her "I want you to have what I 
never had. Freedom; her uncle arranging for her to take over the birth certificate of the daughter of the 
cleaning lady at their apartment building; having no idea where the real daughter went, but going to 
Indiana with the cleaning lady and living with her; moving out at 16 and working in a sweatshop; 
working as waitress and selling aluminum siding; moving to Chicago; only dating Jewish men, since 
that's what her uncle told her; only associating being Jewish with being treated badly; marrying her 
husband and paying for the wedding herself since she had earned well and saved; her husband giving 
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her 15 punds of fish to make gefillte fish for their first Seder, but never having learned how to cook or 
anything about Judaism; having five daughters; moving to Phoenix; taking her GED and studying at 
Phoenix college; learning Hebrew at her synagogue; being diagnosed with Multiple Sclerosis and only 
then, after 30 years of marriage, telling her husband she was born in Europe, always having been afraid 
of being deported before; her husband having scars on his back from being injured in Italy during the 
war and also not talking about his past; thinking she may want to get her BA as well, because "nothing 
is impossible'.      
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